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 DIAMOND ___________________________ 

Keywords: A girl's best friend 

Source: Diamond 

Kingdom: Mineral 

Stresses 
Engagement. Repeated engagement. 

Personality 
Love of diamonds. They have a loss of sense of self, identity, purpose, 
and loss of direction in life, a feeling of being at the crossroad. The ques-
tion in their mind is, "How much am I valued or worth?" with feelings 
of being invisible, worthless, and betrayed. Or they feel outshone or 
unrecognized (a rough, uncut diamond). It's the situation of being at 
the crossroad, that great decision, this is it for life. It's the prince and the 
princess living happily ever after theme that we read our children at 
bedtime. In Hollywood when the film starlet has pried her man away 
from his wife and two kids, or he has seduced her by some abuse of 
power (offered her a part in a film), to have for himself, a fresh young 
body, and she gets a huge diamond as a reward. There is then a theme 
of power and powerlessness. Increased power, excited by power, men-
tal power, having no personal power, subjugated, unprotected, depend-
ence and independence. The need to shine forth and manifest the bril-
liant person that they have the potential to be. Also, the dilemma of 
leaving home to get married. Love or entrapment? 

 DOLPHIN ____________________________ 

Keywords: Calm in danger 

Source: Dolphin milk 

Latin Name: Lac Delphinium 

Kingdom: Animal 
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